
 
 

Corporate Vision Unveils the Winners of the 2020 Education & 
Training Awards 
United Kingdom, 2020- Corporate Vision Magazine has announced the winners of the 2020 
Education & Training Awards 2020.  

They say that learning lasts a lifetime – and that is certainly a motto that business leaders aim 
to cultivate in their enterprises should they wish to attain lasting success and constant 
professional development of their team. Of course the building blocks for later success are 
nurtured in childhood. Skills, personality, outlook, ethos, drive, hobbies and ambition are all 
rooted in early life. The role of an educator then, as has so often been reinforced, is utterly 
fundamental to the fabric of our society. When education faulters, it can have catastrophic 
ripple effects across generations. Yet, when education is exemplary, it can determine the 
progression of a nation.  

The Education & Training Awards were launched to spotlight the paragons of education and 
training.  Whether you deliver early years support, or professional training opportunities, we 
have endeavoured to showcase those that have truly come to define the sector that they work 
in.  

Awards Coordinator Chloe Smart commented: “From early learning, to adult education, all 
who make contributions to this vital sector are recognised in the Education and Training 
programme. I am proud to offer all of my winners my congratulations and best wishes for the 
future.” 

 



 
 

To learn more about these illustrious winners, and to find out the secrets behind their success, 
please visit http://www.cv-magazine.com.  
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About Corporate Vision Magazine 

Corporate Vision is published monthly with the mission to deliver insightful features from 
across the global corporate world. Launched with an eye towards bettering business practices 
across the board, Corporate Vision focuses on spotlighting advances in the HR, marketing, 
coaching, and recruitment spheres, with the goal to shine a light on the gatekeepers of better 
business. Those that help build, through no small amount of creativity and expertise, to 
develop an altogether more productive and more efficient world of work. 

Corporate Vision is bought to you by AI Global Media, a B2B digital publishing group 
founded in 2010. The group currently has 13 brands within its portfolio that include luxury 
lifestyle, construction, healthcare and small business focused publications. AI Global Media 
is dedicated to delivering content you can trust. 


